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Notice the piles of lumber around the building and Rodeo Lagoon in the background. In the fall of , two years
before our nation officially entered the war, the US Army was comprised of only , enlisted soldiers and there
was little need for new or updated housing. Beginning in , the military started drafting men into the army and
navy and military ranks began to swell as hundreds of thousands of draftees â€”- all of whom had to be housed
- entered the service. Within just five years, the army had risen to the challenge and built temporary military
housing for all of its soldiers â€”- a total of approximately 6 million men by ! During World War II, providing
adequate temporary housing for these new soldiers became a nationwide concern, because temporary barracks
for service men were rarely satisfactory. Military field housing during World War I was notoriously bad: By
the late s, Americans demanded a higher quality of life for their soldiers; as a result, the army was expected to
provide better housing for the draftees. The Selective Service Act, passed in September , specifically
stipulated that no soldiers would be sworn into service until the government made adequate provisions for
their shelter. During World War I, American soldiers were transported to France, where they were housed and
trained at European posts, close to the battlefields. But by , Germany had occupied most of Europe, leaving
England as the only country available to host American troops. Because England only had limited space to
house, maintain and train American soldiers, transporting partially-trained American soldiers overseas was no
longer an available option. For the first time, the War Department needed to accommodate a substantial
standing army that would be stationed in the US indefinitely. And they kept coming -- in response to the
growing threat in Europe, , men had enlisted by November and by February, , another , had joined them. The
army needed immediate plans for accommodating all these incoming men. They established five principles to
guide mobilization construction plans: Using these principles, the construction divisions were directed to draw
up standard building plans for simple wood-frame structures; the buildings were made with inexpensive and
prefabricated materials and could be constructed in assembly-line fashion. The standard plans were bundled
into construction packages that could meet the needs of a man company, complete with barracks, mess halls,
and recreation buildings and supply buildings. These structures, which now included central heating, interior
showers and latrines, and other modern conveniences, were recognized as being far superior to the World War
I tents. Construction took place at break-neck speed, as a result of readily available labor resources and
ingenuity with building materials. Construction crews at Fort Ord in Monterey, California boasted that they
could finish a building every 54 minutes. By June , the army had built housing for 1. By June , they were able
to accommodate 2.
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For example, in Bonaparte led an army of , to Moscow while feeding off plentiful agricultural products
introduced by the turn of the century, such as potatoes. Prussia began to realize the future of mobilizing mass
armies when Napoleon III transported , soldiers to Italy by military railways. The other Great Powers
Austria-Hungary , Italy , France , Germany and Russia all relied on compulsory military service to supply
each of their armies with the millions of men they believed they would need to win a major war. Each of the
Great Powers could only afford to keep a fraction of these men in uniform in peacetime, the rest were
reservists with limited opportunities to train. Maneuvering formations of millions of men with limited military
training required intricate plans with no room for error, confusion, or discretion after mobilization began.
These plans were prepared under the assumption of worst-case scenarios. The Schlieffen Plan therefore
dictated not only mobilization against both powers, but also the order of attackâ€”France would be attacked
first regardless of the diplomatic circumstances. To bypass the fortified Franco-German frontier, the German
forces were to be ordered to march through Belgium. Whether or not Russia had committed the first
provocation, the German plan agreed to by Emperor William II called for the attack on Russia to take place
only after France was defeated. Although the plan allowed flexibility as to whether the main effort would be
made against Germany or Austria-Hungary, in either case units would be mobilized on the frontiers of both
Powers. While war with Austria-Hungary seemed inevitable, Nicholas engaged in a personal dialogue with the
German Emperor in an attempt to avoid war with Germany. On July 29, , the Tsar ordered full mobilization,
then changed his mind after receiving a telegram from Kaiser Wilhelm. Partial mobilization was ordered
instead. In response, Germany declared war on Russia. Like Russia, Germany decided to follow its two-front
plans despite the one-front war. Germany declared war on France on August 3, , one day after issuing an
ultimatum to Belgium demanding the right of German troops to pass through as part of the planned pincer
action of the military. Finally, Britain declared war on Germany for violating Belgian neutrality. Thus the
entangling alliances of the Triple Alliance and the Triple Entente directed the intricate plans for mobilization.
This brought all of the Great Powers of Europe into the Great War without actually utilizing the provisions of
either alliance. German soldiers in a railway car on the way to the front in August From Munich via Metz to
Paris. The mobilization was like a holiday for many of the inexperienced soldiers; for example, some Germans
wore flowers in the muzzles of their rifles as they marched. Trains brought soldiers to the front lines of battle.
The Germans timetabled the movements of 11, trains as they brought troops across the Rhine River. The
French mobilized around 7, trains for movement. Horses were also mobilized for war. The British had , horses
prepared for cavalry , the Austrians ,, the Germans ,, and the Russians over a million. However, it was largely
left up to the individual Dominions to recruit and equip forces for the war effort. Canadian, Australian and
New Zealand mobilizations all involved the creation of new field forces for overseas service rather than using
the existing regimental structures as a framework. In the case of Canada, the Militia Minister, Sir Sam Hughes
, created the Canadian Expeditionary Force from whole cloth by sending telegrams to separate reserve unit
commanders asking for volunteers to muster at Valcartier in Quebec. The "colonials" would go on to be
acknowledged by both the British and German high commands as being elite British units. Despite being the
weakest of the big four Allied powers, the Italians soon managed to populate its army from to infantry
battalions in ; the army had grown in size from 1 million to 1. Romania was quickly defeated however by
Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Bulgaria. Bulgaria went so far as to ultimately mobilize 1. The production of
supplies gradually increased throughout the war. In Russia, the expansion of industry allowed a 2, percent
increase in the production of artillery shells - by November , over 1,, artillery shells were being produced per
month. In France, a massive mobilization by the female population to work in factories allowed the rate of
shell production to reach , shells a day by The British Secretary of State for War, Lord Kitchener , appealed
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for hundreds of thousands of soldiers, which was met with an enthusiastic response. The response by
volunteers allowed the British to put off the introduction of conscription until New Zealand followed suit ,
with Canada also eventually introducing conscription with the Military Service Act in On April 6, , the United
States entered the war on the Allied side. At the entrance, the U. The United States Navy quickly mobilized,
adding 5 dreadnoughts to the Allied navy. However, conscription quickly ensued. By March , , U. Eventually,
by October , a force of 2 million U. However, they were slow to mobilize, and by the time Poland had been
overrun by the Axis powers, only minor operations had been carried out by the French at the Saar River.
Canada actually carried out a partial mobilization on August 25, , in anticipation of the growing diplomatic
crisis. On September 1, , the Canadian Active Service Force a corps-sized force of two divisions was
mobilized even though war was not declared by Canada until September 10, Only one division went overseas
in December , and the government hoped to follow a "limited liability" war policy. When France was invaded
in May , the Canadian government realized that would not be possible and mobilized three additional
divisions, beginning their overseas employment in August with the dispatch of the 2nd Canadian Division
some units of which were deployed to Iceland and Newfoundland for garrison duty before moving to the UK.
Canada also enacted the National Resources Mobilization Act in , which among other things compelled men
to serve in the military, though conscripts mobilized under the NRMA did not serve overseas until Conscripts
did, however, serve in the Aleutian Islands Campaign in though the anticipated Japanese defense never
materialized due to the evacuation of the enemy garrison before the landings. Service in the Aleutians was not
considered "overseas" as technically the islands were part of North America. Cold War Full scale
mobilizations were not enacted by the two Super Powers, or their allies, during the Cold War, as the era was
characterized as " war by proxy ". While many leading nations participated in military actions, some of
significant size, national mobilization in the historical sense never occurred. Examples of this would be US
involvement in Vietnam , though their enemies may be said to have mobilized, as well as the Falklands War
between the UK and Argentina. Economic mobilization[ edit ] Economic mobilization is the preparation of
resources for usage in a national emergency by carrying out changes in the organization of the national
economy. Typically, the available resources and productive capabilities of each nation determined the degree
and intensity of economic mobilization. Thus, effectively mobilizing economic resources to support the war
effort is a complex process, requiring superior coordination and productive capability on a national scale.
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The only maxim of a free government ought to be to trust no man living with power to endanger the public
liberty. Monday, April 7, , According to New York Daily News, one longtime rancher and hundreds of his
supporters are battling the federal government, which has moved to seize cattle that graze on thousands of
acres on public land. Officials have closed the public area until May 12 as they continue to roundup the
animals. By late Wednesday, three militia members â€” two from Montana and one from Utah â€” had arrived
at the ranch 80 miles northeast of Las Vegas. Other militia groups have inundated the Bundy household with
calls and pledges to muster at the site. They say they are prepared for armed confrontation, but they insist they
will not be the instigators if bloodshed happens. Payne is also a coordinator with Operation Mutual Aid, a
national association that describes itself as a coalition of state militias. They wear their weapons daily. They
say the goals are for no one to be harmed, the Bundy family to be protected, and the Bundy property restored.
For now, the militia members will camp on the Bundy ranch. Those tools will document the plight of the
Bundy ranch and bring the issue to light, he said. A YouTube video shows protesters and law enforcement
officers yelling and threatening each other as trucks involved in the roundup attempt to drive through. The
officers have stun guns drawn, and one is trying to push the crowd back with a barking dog on a leash. Cheryl
Teerlink, said Ammon Bundy was hit by a stun gun in his arm, chest and neck, but he shook off the first
attempt to incapacitate him. The Feds gather their forces. The incident unfolded near the intersection of Gold
Butte Road and state Route , where protesters gathered after they saw BLM vehicles coming down from the
range. The Bureau of Land Management and National Park Service released a statement confirming that one
protester had been stunned. That roundup began Saturday on almost , acres closed to the public during the
operation. As of Wednesday, animals had been rounded up. Saturday, April 5, Bureau of Land Management
started taking cattle on Saturday from rancher Bundy, who it says has been trespassing on U.
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Generally, the type and degree of emergency determine the level of mobilization. Regardless of level, recall
procedures and phases of mobilization remain the same. Selective Mobilization responds to natural disasters
or civilian disturbances that do not threaten national security. Examples of a domestic emergency that might
require a selective mobilization would be a postal strike, an earthquake, or other natural disaster. Partial
Mobilization occurs when the President mobilizes forces in response to external threats to national security for
no longer than 24 months. Full Mobilization occurs when Congress mobilizes all Reserve units in response to
a declaration of war or national emergency. Mobilization can last for the duration of the emergency plus six
months to meet the requirements of a war or other national emergency involving an external threat to the
national security. Total Mobilization occurs when the President and the Congress activate the entire Armed
Forces, as well as all national resources to meet the requirements of war or other national emergencies
involving an external threat to the national security. Members of Reserve units are given the maximum time
possible between the date alerted and the date required to report for active duty. Some units may be alerted but
will not actually begin active duty for several weeks. However, under mobilization conditions, an emergency
situation may require extremely short active duty notice. Phases of Mobilization for Reservists: Reservists
plan, train, and prepare for mobilization at their home unit. This phase takes place during normal peacetime. A
reserve unit receives notice of orders to active duty. The unit prepares for a transition from Reserve
Component to Active Component status. Mobilization at Home Station: The reserve unit assembles at home
station and begins active duty. Movement to Mobilization Stations: The reserve unit departs from its home
station and travels to the mobilization site -- either in the U. The reserve unit makes final preparation before
actual deployment at mobilization site. Deployment is the next step for a servicemember after mobilization.
Deployment is the asignment of military personnel to temporary, unaccompanied tours of duty. It is the actual
sending of soldiers somewhere by some means. Like mobilization, deployment has 5 phases: Movement to
Ports of Embarkation 3. Reception at Points of Debarkation 5.
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Welcome to another episode of Kaizen. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Before acting on
information in this program, you should strongly consider seeking advice from your own financial or
investment adviser. The relays will be constructed with new alloys to make the frames both lighter and more
durable, as well as incorporate a more modular fabrication technique. Though the updated method does cost
more per relay, Aciedo claims it will allow for faster assembly of stations, quicker repair and reduced
long-term costs. If it works, Aciedo comm stations may become an even more common sight around the
Empire. Now to the Vega System. First and foremost, Kastak Arms: Yesterday, the company announced a
handful of initiatives that show the company is not one to simply sit on success. Instead, Kastak revealed that
it has bought multiple properties in industrial sectors of Aremis that were heavily damaged or completely
destroyed in the Vanduul attack. The company has pledged to use local workers to build and staff their new
factories at these locations. This appears to be a win for the company, which has suffered product shortages
due to high demand, and the people of Aremis, who desperately want to get back to work. The program deeply
discounts their weapons and armor to residents of the Vega System. Their newest ad campaign, which features
survivors explaining how they used Kastak products to protect themselves and their family during the Vanduul
attack, has been testing extremely well. That last sentiment is not reserved for Vega alone. Across the Empire,
militia membership is on the rise, eclipsing Navy recruitment numbers in some areas. As a research fellow at
the Kilian-based Empire Defense Initiative EDI , he specializes in the intersection of public policy and private
security forces. Thanks for joining us, Vladimir. What do you think is responsible for this trend? Many seem
to ascribe this to the recent Vanduul attacks. There are definitely many who are signing up to do their part
defending the Empire, but in my eyes, citing the Vanduul as the only driving force oversimplifies the situation.
It absolutely is a factor, but so were many other things leading up to the attack, such as the Polo Initiative. The
prospect of reduced military spending got a lot of people worried about how the UEE would protect their
homeworld. Even though the initiative ultimately failed, many still joined or established militias out of
concern that the government would nevertheless reduce funding to the military at some point in the future. Of
course, the opposite has happened since the attack on Vega. Meanwhile, militia membership in systems on the
Vanduul front has also increased dramatically. So, even those seeing an increased military presence are
following the trend. Any clue as to their motivation? Some are just anxious to help. They see the Vanduul and
crime as the main threats to the Empire and are devoted to helping stop them. The Navy itself has been
actively cooperating with these militia groups and many in the military see them as another asset in the
ongoing war effort. Others militias simply see the military as ineffectual or incompetent. To follow up then
with an obvious question â€” Vladimir Millar: Why not join the actual military? In many cases the hurdles for
joining a militia are significantly lower than for joining the Navy or the Army. Outside of physical standards
and other skill requirements, signing up for the military is often seen as a major commitment. You have to
leave your home, train for months, if not years, and you may be assigned to serve anywhere in the Empire.
With militias, people can serve, maintain their home life and even have another job. Then why not join
security contractors or another type of mercenary group? Do you believe this enthusiasm for militias is a short
or a long term trend? I collect data, analyze it and try to contextualize it. Obviously, in the short term, this
benefits companies like Kastak Arms that provide those products, yet it could also have long terms effects on
how companies sell their products to the public. Take RSI as an example, and their newest line of capital
ships, the Polaris. They brought in consultants from various militias to consult on the design of the ship.
Investors certainly think so too. One last question, how long do you see this surge in militias lasting? Thanks
to Vladimir from the Empire Defense Initiative for joining us today. We need to go to commercial. That and
more when Kaizen returns.
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Are they preparing for a major catastrophic event? Are they going to blow some stuff up since the
announcement from Janet Napolitano that the lone terrorists are on the loose? Is the New Madrid going to
blow? Is Planet X coming? We could ask questions all day but the fact is, Military is mobilizing from the
inside-out without telling the Citizens what is really happening. Citizens are concerned about the Media
Blackout on the Military mobilizing throughout the country. Other eyewitnesses say some Military vehicles
are not marked and do not have any identification of US military or otherwise. Unfortunately, the fact that
many of these drills are deeply traumatizing many children does not seem to bother too many people. Our
schools more closely resemble prison camps every single day, and it is our children that are suffering because
of it. It is also important to keep in mind that much of the time these drills are not the fault of local school
administrators. Often, these drills are being mandated at the state level. Well, I went to public schools all my
life and nothing like this ever happened when I was growing up, so I wanted to do a little digging to see if this
was actually happening around the country or if it was just an Internet rumor. Unfortunately, what I found out
was quite disturbing. One scenario involved a military person who went ballistic after serving numerous tours
of duty in Afghanistan. Biggest-ever domestic spying lab? RT - The biggest-ever data complex, to be
completed in Utah in , may take American citizens into a completely new reality where their emails, phone
calls, online shopping lists and virtually entire lives will be stored and reviewed. US government agencies are
growing less patient with their own country with every month. Now, the state of Utah seems to be making way
in a bid to host the largest-ever cyber shield in the history of American intelligence. Or is it a cyber-pool? Utah
sprang to media attention when the Camp Williams military base near the town of Bluffdale sprouted a vast,
acre construction site. Not only that, but the authority claimed inside the EO does not only apply to National
Emergencies and times of war. It also applies in peacetime. The unconstitutionality of the overwhelming
majority of Executive Orders is well established, as well as the illegality of denying citizens their basic
Constitutional and human rights, even in the event of a legitimate national emergency. As was mentioned
above, the scope of the EO is virtually all-encompassing. The list of delegations and the responsibility of the
Secretaries as provided in this section are as follows: Obviously, the ability of the U. Indeed, the EO states this
much directly when it says, The head of each agency engaged in procurement for the national defense is
delegated the authority of the President under section b 1 of the Act, 50 U. Although history has often come to
judge these orders as both immoral and unconstitutional, the fact is that the victims of the orders suffered no
less because of the retroactive judgment of their progeny. It is for this reason that we must immediately
condemn and resist such obvious usurpation as is currently being attempted by the U. Not only that, but why
did he sign the order now? Is it because of a growing sense of hatred of their government amongst the general
public? Is there a coming natural disaster of which we are unaware? Drones in Texas and Tanks in Tampa: At
the height of the Occupy Wall Street evictions, it seemed as though some diminutive version of "shock and
awe" had stumbled from Baghdad, Iraq, to Oakland, California. American police forces had been
"militarized," many commentators worried , as though the firepower and callous tactics on display were
anomalies, surprises bursting upon us from nowhere. There should have been no surprise. It has also excited
intense weapons- and techno-envy among police departments and municipalities vying for the latest in armor
and spy equipment. It could have added in the growing population of 15, homeless in Philadelphia, my
hometown, and still have had money to spare. Add disintegrating Detroit, Newark, and Camden to the list.
Throw in some crumbling bridges and roads, too. Troops Used For Crowd Control At Texas Kite Festival
Inforwars -Uniformed troops from the Texas State Guard were used for the purposes of crowd control during
the Zilker Kite Festival in Austin this past weekend, with video showing the troops ordering parents and
children to board school buses at the end of the event. Disturbing footage of the troops controlling the
movement of attendees was filmed by Infowars reporters, in addition to a police helicopter circling above. In it
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was announced that U. In recent years, budget cuts have also contributed to the increasing use of military
assets to conduct routine law enforcement actions. We have documented innumerable examples of Posse
Comitatus being violated with uniformed troops increasingly being used to conduct routine traffic stops and
provide security at public events across the nation. A reference of similarity to illustrate a point -- razor wired
fencing with the distant silhouette of a federal stronghold usually are the only parts of a prison outsiders ever
see. The convicted by and large are never ever seen by citizens but for the looming guard towers and perimeter
patrol vehicles a forever sense of presence. The original contract was to produce a proposed fleet of as many
as 55 of these small multipurpose naval warships to operate in the littoral zone. The littoral zone is that part of
a sea, lake or river that is close to the shore. Close to shore means that LCSs may in reality be intended to
patrol both the east and west coasts of this nation and to navigable rivers. This would be evident if in a near
future time Martial Law replaces what little freedoms we have left. In this case, this would be with regard to
our liberal freedoms to travel here as well as abroad. And it could very well be more. It has been speculated by
various non mainstream news pundits and studiers of the activities observed from the actions by military,
decisions made by the global elite, technical data following earth changes - man made and natural, that a
major problem has been planned to augment the land mass of the United States. It would be an epic
re-landscaping of this country. An earthquake at the San Madrid fault has been predicted. An earth quake
within the Mississippi and Missouri River basins coupled with other major events tsunamis or volcanic
disruptions occurring on both coasts , are also predicted to force the major river basins to be widened. These
north to south water thoroughfares would conceivably be flooded with ocean water that would enter from the
gulf of Mexico, thus provide access for deep as well as the shallow hulled vessels. The Border Patrol of course
would be militarized and incorporated within the military complex. These newly formed oceanic inlets would
then be controlled by the power elites to maintain segregation between the eastern and western land masses.
Wars are won when land masses are cordoned off this way and specific large ships capable of navigating
shallower waters are necessary under the conditions predicated by this newly geo-formed prison environ.
Ultimately the LCS class warship would be commissioned to confine and maintain US citizens on four, or
more, coasts. If our own military combined with UN forces are indeed at war with us - an intent to control
through imprisonment - then it has been a silent and stealth one delivered to us right under our noses. The
building of these LCS class ships is simply one of thousands of obvious examples. But how safe are they from
terrorists or accidents? Nuclear trucking routes in the US "Is that it? Most of the shipments are bombs or
weapon components; some are radioactive metals for research or fuel for Navy ships and submarines. The
shipments are on the move about once a week. Yet hiding nukes in plain sight, and rolling them through major
metropolises like Atlanta, Denver, and LA, raises a slew of security and environmental concerns, from theft to
terrorist attack to radioactive spills. The Government Rag has been reporting for several months the recent
FEMA simulation training drills that have been taking place in the New Madrid fault line areas. FEMA has
been simulating and overly preparing for a major earthquake for the past few years. Should we expect a
catastrophic earthquake soon? Now, due to diabolical tyrannical globalist agendas, hollow legacies, and
hi-tech gadgets, we must learn to change our senses to adapt to see, notice, and recognize what is really going
on around us just outside our bubble of comfort in our modern everyday reality. This has been happening
frequently. The latest tip can be read in full below: Last year, I began noticing black helicopters flying North
toward the city around the start of the summer. This was a frequent occurrence happening just about every
other day. When I noticed that this began happening constantly I threw up a red flag. One week in particular
one of these helicopters hovered so low above our neighborhood, I presumed it was going to crash. Sam will
talk with Alex Jones on his nationally syndicated radio show today. The FEMA camp whistleblower was
contracted to work at the camp. Documents on the effort were forwarded to us by a state government
employee who wanted to remain anonymous. FEMA camps are a touchy subject for the government. Once
again, another shocking story that threatens the personal privacy of US citizens has been kept from us by our
politicians and the mainstream media. Like the anti-Posse Comitatus NDAA legislation that passed in
November, this bill was not widely reported by the mainstream corporate media. Do not feel bad for not
knowing about this, because, similar to the anti-Constitutional NDAA legislation, they purposefully tried to
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hide this from the American public. This is an outrage, plain and simple. Again, just look at the record.
Senator Mark Dayton excoriated the Commission panel over bald faced lies in their report that attempted to
cover up the numerous failures of protocol on that fateful day. Bush, Cheney and Rumsfeld all failed to act
appropriately, and in fact, acted suspiciously outside the norm of their designated duties. As far as the anthrax
attacks go, they were actually tracked to a US military facility, at Ft. Once that story became public, they
shifted their blame from foreign terrorists to designated patsies within the US defense structure. The story died
immediately. Does this honestly make any sense to you?
7: 'Militias All Across The Nation Are Mobilizing' For Anti-Obama Rally | Right Wing Watch
Tensions mounted at the site of a federal cattle roundup in northeastern Clark County on Wednesday, as armed militia
group members from Montana set up camp at Cliven Bundy's ranch house and.

8: Mayday! The Government Rag
Deployment and Mobilization: Overview. www.enganchecubano.com Mobilization is the act of assembling Reserve
forces for active duty in times of war or national emergency. Generally, the type and degree of.

9: Hundreds of Troops Will Be Heading to Southern Border, Says U.S. Official
So the military equipment, they go to China, they go to Russia, and they don't have great equipment like we do â€”
nobody does. But they can buy their equipment from other people.
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